
 

Branch Vibrators 
Wet Rabbit V2 Vibrator  GT239  $59.25 
An upgraded version of the famous Sex and the City vibrator. The Wet Wabbit V2 has 
increased power, a built-in controller, waterproof design and made with TPR Body safe 
Elastomer. Two fast-vibrating rabbit ears focus directly on your clit, while the rotating tip 
and massaging beads give the vibrator a more life-like and natural feeling. The Wet Wabbit 
V 2 has 3 rotation and 3 vibration speeds.  

BUTTERFLY- JUNGLE JIGGLER-RED  GT266  $53.65 
Experience The Wild Side of Pleasure. Elegant design of dual reversible rotating vibrators 
gives you: high power, jelly soft flexible texture, adjustable speed control and 
wild gyrating jungle tickler.  

DOLPHIN-JUNGLE JIGGLERS-BLUE  GT267  $53.65 
Experience The Wild Side of Pleasure. Elegant design of dual reversible rotating vibrators 
gives you: high power, jelly soft flexible texture, adjustable speed control and 
wild gyrating jungle dolphin tickler.  

INA 2 -LELO Luxury Branch Vibe  LL677  $308.70 
INA™ 2 is the new and improved version of LELO’s bestselling dual-action vibrator, a rabbit
-style design that feels as good as it looks. 100% stronger vibrations with eight different 
settings, its widened stem has been extended for even deeper G-Spot pleasure, while the 
flexible ‘finger’ on top delivers exquisite stimulation. Crafted from the smoothest body-safe 
silicone, INA™ 2 is also fully waterproof for use in the bath or shower. Arrives in a stylish 
gift box. Full 1-Year Warranty and 10-Year Quality Guarantee.   

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Lime Green - Orange - Purple  

INA Wave By LELO  LL679  $316.70 
Lose yourself in waves of uncontrollable pleasure. In a world-first design, INA Wave is 
inspired by the caress of a lover’s fingers, as it surges with a natural ‘come-hither’ motion to 
massage your G-Spot. While its generous body rises and falls, the powerful clitoral 
stimulator creates a blended climax that crashes over you.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Cerise - Ocean Blue - Plum  



 

KAYA Rabbit Vibe - PicoBong  LL3250  $157.50 
PicoBong by LELO. Not your average rabbit. Kaya stands for mind-blowing pleasure - times 
two. Dual-action vibrations perfectly contoured to the female form, fully waterproof, with a 
soft, silky exterior and superior power. Kaya is the new rabbit in the daisy field.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Blue - Cerise - Purple  

Ruby Rabbit Silicone Vibe Toyfriend  TF450  $72.05 
Powerful, waterproof and quiet. Made from the finest super-smooth silicone. Comes with 
two motors, one in the body and one in the ear extension. Three buttons to control the 
speed, and 6 different pulsation modes. Requires 4 AAA batteries.  



 

Bullets 

Screaming O Bullet Vibe  SO110  $9.15 
With it's variable speed button and its large design, this bullet is sure to hit it's target. 
Compact, On-the-Go Size. Incredible Super-Powered Motor, Fun Colors for Every 
Occasion, Waterproof, Wireless, Replaceable Batteries, Lasts 80 Minutes.   

3+1 Soft Touch Bullet Vibe  SO111  $11.70 
The Screaming O® Soft-Touch Bullet is the ultimate go-anywhere, “O” anywhere 
multifunction mini vibe featuring a powerful yet quiet motor with 3 speeds and a pulse 
mode. Turn on the fun for the highest quality multifunction bullet on the market. Choose 
from 5 vibrant colors to match your sensual mood!   

Bullet Buddies Vibes - Assorted  SO112  $14.95 
These five fun characters are an incredible super-powered mini-vibrator that are water-
proof, wireless, and compact! Bullet Buddies also have replaceable batteries.  

O Glow Bullets - Assorted  SO114  $12.80 
Bask in the before and after glow with O Glow Bullets. These mini-vibes feature LED lights 
for mood lighting and have a super-powered motor for intense vibration that lasts more than 
45 minutes. Waterproof and reusable. Each display has 12 units in assorted colours. 

Bullet - Click n Charge Fun Factory  FN601  $69.90 
This little black bullet made of body-friendly thermoplast massages and pampers. With its 
five vibration programs ranging from gentle to intense this handy lay-on vibrator arouses 
and pleasures all erogenous zones spot-on or other areas wide and far by 
rolling and stroking. But careful! Do not insert them on their own!  



 

Couple Vibes 

TIANI 3 Remote Couples Vibe  LL744  $269.90 
Tiani™ 3 is the new and improved version of LELO’s original Red Dot Design Award-
winning couples’ massager, worn by women when making love. The powerful vibrations 
provide targeted sensations to the clitoris, while the smooth silicone design gives ultimate 
pleasure and comfort. Waterproof, rechargeable and remote-controlled, Tiani™ 3 is the go 
to LELO design for sharing simultaneous orgasms with your partner.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Cerise - Deep Rose  

TARA Rotating Couples Massager  LL745  $208.90 
LELO TARA. Take your love life to a whole new level with a premium couples’ massager 
that promises mind-blowing sensations for both partners. Worn by women when making 
love, Tara™ combines powerful external vibrations with thrilling rotations within, all 
delivered with LELO’s signature attention to quality and style.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Deep Rose - Midnight Blue 

IDA Rotating Remote Massager  LL747  $287.90 
LELO IDA. Designed to be worn by women when making love, but for the first time ever, 
they combine powerful vibrations and thrilling rotations within. Remote-Controlled. 8 
Rotation/Vibration Modes. 3-button interface and fully adjustable intensity settings. 
SenseMotion™ technology. Wall Charger.  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Cerise - Deep Rose  



 

Silicone Vibrators 

Jazzie SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN121  $42.90 
Made of high-quality medical-grade silicone and fitted with a powerful quality motor 
“Made in Germany”, this stylishly designed, battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR pleasures 
without putting a strain on the wallet. The uniquely affordable price and the slender 
shape with effective structuring makes JAZZIE the perfect BasicTOY.  

Available Options 
Black - Pink 

Joupie SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN123  $42.90 
JOUPIE is a slim and compact, battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR with simple functionality 
and a thrilling vibration setting programmed to excite. Made of medical grade silicone and 
fitted with a powerful quality motor, it is the slimmest and longest of the SlimVIBES (7.2 in.). 
It stimulates solo users and couples with its softly curved tip, all without putting a dent in 
your budget  

Available Options 
Red - Turquoise 

Jam SLIMVibe by Fun Factory  FN125  $42.90 
JAM is a battery-operated MiniVIBRATOR delivering just what you need. Made of medical 
grade silicone, waterproof and fitted with a powerful quality motor “Made in Germany.” 
Used internally, JAM pleasures like a classic rod vibrator with a flexible and slightly curved 
tip to locate the G-spot and pleasure the clitoris. When held in the palm of the hand, it can 
be used as a lay-on vibe to stimulate the entire body, including the clitoris.  

Available Options 
Dark Blue - Orange 



 

Flash Silicone Vibe Battery  FN132  $89.90 
The first MiniVIBRATOR with two pleasuring tips for passionate stimulation in double-time. 
Big fun in a little package. New control unit and improved motor. 6 vibration intensities. Highly 
suited for beginners and experienced users alike. 

Available Options 
Black - Red 

Gigolino Vibe-V2 Battery  FN135  $85.90  
20,5 cm of pure pleasure. The longest of the small guys – a slender vibrator which wins over 
with its performance and intense rhythms. The waterproof toys in the SmartVIBES line boast 
all the advantages of their larger counterparts just in a smaller form. 6 vibration programs 
and intensities. Intuitive operation. New control unit and 40% stronger motor.   

Available Options 
Jean Blue - Vitamin 

G5 Tiger Deluxe Vibe  FN633  $175.75 
The powerful motor of the generation 5 vibrator is designed to allow more energy into the 
silicone shaft. The intense vibrations are distributed without losing any drop in strength 
throughout the entire shaft and right up to the tip of the toy. The wide toy base pleasures 
the clitoris or the perineum and makes TIGER safe for anal games.   

Available Options 
Red - Turquoise - Violet 

MISS BI G5 G Spot Vibe  FN635  $185.25 
Miss Bi is the dual action vibe you’ve been dreaming of, with a shape designed for targeted 
G-spot massage and deep, powerful vibration against the clit. Made with FlexiFUN 
Technology™ and developed over time for the best fit, both the thick shaft and the clitoral 
extension can be bent and flexed for maximum comfort and adventurous new positions.  

Available Options 
Grape - Pink - Turquoise 

Ocean Silicone Vibe-V2 Battery  FN131  $89.90 
This little, elegant double wave stimulates the clitoris, vagina and g-spot. The waterproof 
toys in the SmartVIBES line boast all the advantages of their larger counterparts just in a 
smaller form. 6 vibration programs and intensities. Intuitive operation. New control unit and 
40% stronger motor.  

Available Options 
Baby Rose - Turquoise 



 

KIKI PicoBong C-Vibe  LL3201  $57.95 
A flattened tip perfect for precise clitoral pleasure and strength to spare when delighting all 
other external erogenous zones. It’s the ideal teasing all-rounder; fantastic for foreplay or for 
anyone who wants quiet, powerful pleasure on the downlow.  
 
Available Options 
Black - Blue - Cerise 

MOKA G-Vibe - PicoBong  LL3220  $105.00 
PicoBong by LELO. The myth of the G-spot ends here. The G-spot - If you’re wondering 
what all the fuss is about, Moka is the two-in-one answer to your prayers. A tried and true 
shape, Moka’s dynamic curve offers thrilling external stimulation, while its flattened tip 
delivers powerful vibrations directly to the G-spot.  

Available Options 
Blue - Cerise - Purple 

ZIZO Innie Vibe - PicoBong  LL3230  $91.90 
PicoBong by LELO. Zizo is a classic vibrator charged with modern, minimalist ease. Certain 
to keep your toes curled and your desires met, Zizo delivers immense internal satisfaction 
and makes the perfect complement to a girl's curves.   

Available Options 
Cerise - Purple 

HONI PicoBong Mini Vibe  LL3101  $53.65 
A world of pleasure on a string. Strong quiet motor. 12 different vibration patterns. Multiple 
speeds. User friendly 2-button interface. Waterproof. FDA approved silicone and ABS 
plastic. Requires single AAA battery.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue - Cerise 



 

Sunny Toyfriend Vibe  TF102  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Cute Toyfriend Vibe  TF101  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 

Mystic Toyfriend Vibe  TF103  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Bunny Toyfriend Vibe  TF104   $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Mainly intended for external use. Great 
toy for the first-time user. Made from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. 
Waterproof. Comes with stand. Battery included.  

Rebel Toyfriend Vibe  TF105  $34.30 
Great value quality toy. Easy and fun to play with. Great toy for the first-time user. Made 
from super-smooth body-safe silicone. Compact size. Waterproof. Comes with stand. 
Battery included.  



 

Cheeky Rockettickler Vibe  TF301  $59.15 
Designed to penetrate yet vibrate where it feels the most this Smurf-coloured Rocket 
Toyfriend does have the ability to match his inflated confidence. Add power, two speeds and 
three different pulsation modes and there is nothing left to say. Except that Cheeky is 
waterproof, made from the finest super-smooth silicone and that the batteries are included of 
course.  

Wavy Rockettickler Vibe  TF302  $59.15 
Filled with pulsating power and controlled vibrations it is a great companion when exploring 
our unknown selves. Wavy is equipped with a choice of speed and vibrating patterns, 
moves quietly and is, naturally, waterproof. As all the Rockets Wavy is made from super-
smooth body-safe silicone and the batteries are included.  

Curvy Rockettickler Vibe  TF303  $59.15 
Curvy Toyfriend is a full-bodied penetrating vibrator but can of course be used externally as 
well. Curvy comes in a vibrantly positive yellow, has two speeds and three pulsation modes 
to choose from and is fool-proof, waterproof and made in super-smooth body-safe silicone. 
And the batteries are included, so Curvy is ready to go!  

Starlet Rockettickler Vibe  TF304  $59.15 
Starlet Toyfriend is a stylish and confident G-Spot vibrator. Designed to look good but also 
in just the right size and shape to hit that deservedly famous spot. Starlet is lovely Magenta 
red and comes with two speeds, three pulsation modes and the two AAA batteries are 
included. It is also waterproof, made from super-smooth body-safe silicone 
and quiet.  



 

Specialty Vibes 

LELO NEA Rechargeable Vibe  LL101  $141.90 
LELO's NEA, the modest sister of LILY, is a slight and ornate pleasure object with a 
porcelain-like finish and deceptively powerful purr. Decorating the glossy exterior, pleasing 
to the eye as well as to the touch, are delicate floral motifs.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - White 

LELO LILY Rechargeable Vibe  LL111  $167.75 
LELO's LILY is a delicate and discrete pleasure object with a silky-smooth surface and 
deceptively powerful purr. Ergonomically designed to accommodate all those special 
places, LILY is handy, rechargeable and exceedingly quiet  

Available Options 
Black - Plum 

LELO SIRI 2 Music Vibe  LL123  $232.10 
Combining the emotion of music with the vibrations of pleasure, SIRI™ 2 is an ultra-powerful 
palm-held massager that responds to ambient noise – whether it’s your favorite playlist or 
your lover’s voice. SIRI™ 2 is 100% more powerful than the original and now it’s fully 
waterproof too. 8 additional pre-set vibration patterns inspired by different musical genres. 

Available Options 
Black - Cerise - Purple 

LIV 2 LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL303  $219.50 
LIV™ 2 is the new and improved version of LELO’s iconic mid-sized vibrator, delivering the 
most intensely satisfying sensations with a smooth and sensual touch. This upgraded LELO 
bestseller includes 100% more powerful vibrations, fully-waterproof versatility and even 
softer body-safe silicone. The 8 near-silent vibration patterns and simple controls ensure 
the most reliable partner in pleasure, while its striking silhouette comes beautifully tailored 
to the curves of the female body.  
 
Available Options 
Blue - Cerise - Lime Green - Plum 



 

GIGI 2 LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL313  $232.10 
GIGI™ 2 is the enhanced version of LELO’s wildly popular G-spot vibrator, arguably the 
most positively reviewed Pleasure Object ever created. Featuring a signature flattened tip 
perfect for exploring this erogenous zone, its new upgrades include even softer silicone, a 
fully-waterproof design and a 100% increase in power. Sacrificing none of its discretion and 
class, the 8 different vibration patterns will lead you on a waltz into ecstasy, where the 
intensities of pleasure become impossible to describe.  

Available Options 
Cool Gray - Deep Rose - Pink - Turquoise 

MIA 2 - LELO Rechargeable Vibe  LL353  $139.90 
MIA™ 2 is the amazing new version of LELO's iconic USB-rechargeable lipstick vibe. Now 
fully waterproof with 100% more vibration strength than before, MIA™ 2 gives simple 
control over 6 thrilling vibration patterns. Easy charging via USB brings a full 1.5 hours of 
continuous use, while the sleek design ensures it is always ready to respond at just a 
moment's notice.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose - Pink 

LELO MONA 2 Rechargeable Vibe  LL652  $265.50 
MONA™ 2 is the upgraded version of LELO’s popular full-feeling G-Spot vibrator, now with 
100% increased vibration power alongside fully-waterproof versatility. Made with smooth, 
body- safe silicone, MONA™ 2 boasts six powerful stimulation modes and curves in all the 
right places. No other G-Spot massager offers a comparable presence to MONA™ 2.   

Available Options 
Cerise - Purple - Red 

Hello Touch Massager  JJ505  $89.90 
This intuitive design features a pair of ultra-compact Vibration Pods, each enclosed in a 
supple silicone finger pad. We’ve minimized every dimension so you can deliver powerful 
sensations anywhere hands may roam, without limitation. Turn your natural touch into 
supernatural sensation.  


